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Abstract
Zeolites containing Sn, Zr, Hf, Nb, or Ta heteroatoms are versatile cata-
lysts for the activation and conversion of oxygenated molecules owing to
the unique Lewis acid character of their tetrahedral metal sites. Through
fluoride-mediated synthesis, hydrophobic Lewis acid zeolites can behave as
water-tolerant catalysts, which has resulted in a recent surge of experimen-
tal and computational studies in the field of biomass conversion. However,
many open questions still surround these materials, especially relating to
the nature of their active sites. This lack of fundamental understanding is
exemplified by the many dissonant results that have been described in recent
literature reports. In this review, we use a molecular-based approach to pro-
vide insight into the relationship between the structure of the metal center
and its reactivity toward different substrates, with the ultimate goal of provid-
ing a robust framework to understand the properties that have the strongest
influence on catalytic performance for the conversion of oxygenates.
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INTRODUCTION
Lewis acid zeolites are versatile catalysts used for the activation and conversion of oxygenated
molecules. In 1983, Eni S.p.A. researchers first discovered titanium silicalite-1 (TS-1/Ti-MFI)
and the unique Lewis acid character of its tetrahedral framework sites for activating peroxides
(1). Since then, many other zeolites with different topologies and heteroatoms, including Sn, Zr,
Hf, Nb, and Ta, have been synthesized. In particular, the synthesis of these materials in fluoride-
containing media, first reported by Corma et al. (2, 3), led to defect-free zeolites, such as Si-, Ti-,
and Sn-Beta, with improved physiochemical properties, including higher hydrothermal stability,
crystallinity, and hydrophobicity. Owing to their water-tolerant catalytic behavior, both experi-
mental and computational studies on Lewis acid zeolites have surged in recent years in the field of
biomass conversion (4, 5). Specifically, thesematerials have been used to catalyze oxidations, trans-
fer hydrogenations, isomerizations, epimerizations, etherifications, acetalizations, dehydrations,
aldol condensations, and Diels-Alder reactions of biomass-derived oxygenates. Several recent re-
views provide comprehensive overviews on the synthesis and implementation of these Lewis acid
catalysts. For example, Moliner (6) provides a detailed review of the reactivity of these materials,
whereas Dapsens et al. (7) give an excellent overview of the current state of the art of synthesis
and characterization of Lewis acid zeolites, with a focus on Sn-containing materials. Davis and
coworkers (8, 9) offer detailed discussion of solid Lewis acid zeolites for catalyzing reactions in
aqueous phases.
Despite the burgeoning number of applications of Lewis acid zeolites in biorefining, there
still exist many open questions surrounding these materials. Indeed, our lack of fundamental
understanding about the nature of their active sites is highlighted by the many dissonant results
that have been described in recent literature reports. What makes the task of identifying the true
nature of the active sites particularly challenging is the wide variation in metal site speciation that
exists under reaction conditions. For instance,metalswithLewis acid character canbe incorporated
into the framework as a fully connected distorted tetrahedron (closed site) or have singly (open
site), doubly, or triply hydrolyzed Si-O-M bonds (see Scheme 1). The distribution and specific
geometry of these sites will depend on the zeolite topology as well as the identity of the heteroatom.
Under ambient conditions, these sites are hydrated with two water molecules bound to the metal
center to form a distorted octahedral geometry. In addition, metals that are not incorporated into
the framework during synthesis can be deposited inside and outside the pores as extraframework
oxide clusters. All of these configurations will feature intrinsically different catalytic properties,
but jointly they will contribute to a net apparent behavior or catalytic activity for a given set of
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Scheme 1
M-substituted zeolite Beta (left) and Lewis acid metal center configurations (right). Adapted from Luo et al.
(24).
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reactants, solvents, and reaction temperatures. The variety and dynamic nature of sites also make
it difficult to perform meaningful characterization via ex situ spectroscopic methods. Clearly, this
knowledge gap hinders our ability to unify catalytic results for zeolites synthesized by different
methods and with different compositions. Understanding how to measure and control these site
distributions is crucial for optimizing and ultimately predicting the catalytic performance of Lewis
acid zeolites.
In this review, we use a molecular-based approach to provide insight into the relationship
between the structure of the metal center and its reactivity toward oxygenated molecules in the
presence of liquid-phase solvents, with the ultimate goal of providing a robust framework to
understand the properties that have the strongest influence on catalytic performance.The review is
divided into four main sections. First, we discuss the origin of Lewis acidity and how the electronic
structure of the metal center changes upon substrate binding. Next, we compare the reactivity of
different heteroatoms and offer insight derived from computational studies on their performance
for different types of bond activation. We also discuss how other aspects of the zeolite framework,
such as pore size, T-site geometry, and molecular connectivity, may influence the reactivity of
the metal center. Third, we highlight some of the crucial characterization techniques used to
study these materials and emphasize the ones that must be further optimized to determine the
distribution and speciation of active sites. In the last section, we show how the stability of these
materials may be tied to the changes in local structure that occur under reaction conditions. At
the end of each section, we provide an outlook on the remaining challenges and potential future
research directions poised to significantly advance the field.We envision that this review will serve
as a didactic tool for both new and established researchers using these interesting and exciting
catalysts.
LEWIS ACIDITY
ALewis acid is modernly defined as an electron density acceptor. An archetypal example of a Lewis
acid is BF3, which has an empty 2p orbital on trivalent boron that can accept electrons from aLewis
base. The Lewis acid strength of boron can be tuned by altering the groups covalently bound to
it. For instance, changing from BF3 to BCl3 increases Lewis acid strength of boron because BCl3
will have a lower-lying lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) when compared to BF3,
which will result in a stronger bond in the acid-base pair adduct. In a related way, tetrahedrally
coordinated metals (M4+) built into a silica framework can act as Lewis acids. The Lewis acid
character arises from the partial positive charge on the metal atom that is formed when valence
electrons of the metal covalently bind with adjacent framework oxygen atoms. The metal site can
accept electron pairs from reactants without inducing a charge imbalance in the framework, and
this can lead to chemical activation of substrates with electron-rich groups. The properties of this
activation depend heavily on the identity of both the heteroatom and the reagent, which affect the
electronic structure, flexibility, and stability of the resulting adduct.
Origin of Lewis Acidity
To illustrate the complex interaction between substrate and catalyst, we provide an in-depth
discussion of the activation of carbonyl functional groups by Lewis acid zeolite catalysts. The
major interaction between the Lewis acid and substrate involves electron density shifting from
the pz and py orbitals of the carbonyl oxygen atom and from the carbonyl π(C=O) bond to the
catalyst LUMO (10). The nature of the catalyst’s LUMOdepends on the identity of the metal (see
Figure 1). For Sn it is the σ∗(Sn-O) orbitals of the cluster, whereas for Ti, Zr, and Hf it is the dz2
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Sn-Beta Zr-Beta
Figure 1
Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of Sn-Beta and Zr-Beta active sites. Reprinted with
permission from Reference 68, c©2006 American Chemical Society.
atomic orbitals of the heteroatom. Back-donation of electron density from the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) of the catalyst (i.e., the lone pairs on the oxygen atoms neighboring
the framework metal) to the LUMO of the organic molecule [i.e., the antibonding π∗(C=O)
orbital on the carbonyl] is observed with some systems. The ability for back-donation depends
on the orbital overlap and energy gap between the substrate LUMO and the catalyst HOMO
that are generated based on the particular nature of both the substrate and the metal. Theoretical
studies have shown that the Mulliken charges of the Lewis acid metal centers in zeolites increase
upon the adsorption of NH3 (11). This implies that the additional electron density transferred
from the coordination of an electron-rich group cannot be fully accepted by the metal itself and is
transferred onto the neighboring oxygen atoms, resulting in delocalization of the catalyst LUMO.
This effect is larger for Sn-containing zeolites owing to the nature of their σ∗(Sn-O) LUMO (10,
12) and results in a larger partial negative charge on the neighboring oxygen atoms upon accepting
electron pairs (e.g., from a carbonyl group).
The size of the heteroatom and its flexibility in the zeolite framework are additional factors
that affect Lewis acidity. Introduction of a heteroatom results in significant deviation from the
O-M-O tetrahedron angles and is thermodynamically disfavored. Themagnitude of this deviation
varies by metal type and framework location. For example, the mean square deviation from a
regular tetrahedron for the substitution of a heteroatom at the T2 site in zeolite Beta was found
to be 1.8 for Ti, 3.4 for Sn, and 2.3 for Zr (13). Li et al. (12) showed with a hybrid quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) study that the geometric distortion of the zeolite
framework surrounding the metal atom is a significant contributor to the total activation energy
for the isomerization of glucose. Specifically, this distortion adds approximately 15 kcal/mol to
the total activation energy calculated for Sn-Beta. They observed that larger metal atoms with
higher polarizability allow for greater structural flexibility and result in a lower energy penalty.
Quantifying Lewis Acidity
Quantifying Lewis acidity is difficult owing to the lack of a single reference to determine the affin-
ity scale (14). The hard-soft acid-base theory uses thermodynamic and kinetic arguments based
on charge and polarizability to rank molecular species. Unfortunately, this metric is insufficient
to accurately describe Lewis acidity in zeolite materials. Several computational and experimental
studies have tried other scales to quantify the Lewis acidity of the framework cluster to predict
reactivity. Yang et al. (11) performed a comprehensive density functional theory (DFT) study on
M4+ substituted zeolites in the MFI framework. They investigated a series of possible descriptors
for Lewis acidity including LUMO energies, Fukui functions, absolute electronegativity, and
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Figure 2
Experimental Mulliken electronegativity versus pyridine 15N magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic
resonance chemical shift (W.R. Gunther, V.K. Michaelis, R.G. Griffin, and Y. Roma´n-Leshkov, manuscript
submitted).
absolute hardness. It was found that none of these descriptors, which depend only on the
zeolite itself, correlated with the Lewis acidity observed experimentally. Instead, the calculated
adsorption energy of ammonia (NH3) could more accurately predict the Lewis acid strength order
of MFI zeolites: Si  Ge < Ti < Pb ≤ Sn ≤ Zr. Li et al. (15) came to an analogous conclusion
when a similar Lewis acid strength order of Ti < Zr ≤ Sn was found when computationally
evaluating COE-4 (delaminated FER topology) zeolites using probe molecule adsorption
energies. Although several theoretical studies have been conducted on the topic (16, 17), few
comprehensive experimental studies quantify Lewis acidity across different heteroatoms. To this
end, Gunther et al., using magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of
15N pyridine adsorbed on M-Beta zeolites, found that the experimentally observed 15N chemical
shift provides a scale for Lewis acidity that correlates well with Mulliken electronegativities and
pyridine adsorption energies, as seen in Figure 2 (W.R. Gunther, V.K. Michaelis, R.G. Griffin,
and Y. Roman-Leshkov, manuscript submitted). The trend of Lewis acid strength agrees with
previous computational studies: Ti < Hf ≤ Zr < Nb < Ta < Sn.
Correlating Heteroatom Identity and Catalytic Activity
Experimentally, only a loose correlation is observed between catalytic activity and Lewis acid
strength for various reactions. Table 1 summarizes the relative activity of different zeolites for
many classes of reactions. For each class of reactions, the specific substrates and conditions are
reported, and where possible, the activities of the different materials are compared using initial
rates. Titanium-containing zeolites, such as Ti-MFI and Ti-Beta, catalyze the epoxidation of
linear alkenes with aqueous H2O2 (18, 19), but Zr- and Sn-containing zeolites show no activity
for this reaction (10). In contrast, Sn-containing zeolites are active for the Baeyer-Villiger (BV)
oxidation of cyclic ketones and aromatic aldehydes withH2O2, whereas Zr-Beta exhibits five times
www.annualreviews.org • Lewis Acid Zeolites 27.5
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Table 1 Order of reactivity for different heteroatom-incorporated zeolite catalysts for various reactions and substrates
Nature of
transformation Substrate(s) Product Conditions Material activity order Reference
Epoxidation Octene Epoxyoctane H2O2, methanol,
333 K
Zr-Betae ≈ Sn-Betae < Ti-Beta 10a
Cyclohexene Epoxycyclohexane Tert-butyl
hydroperoxide,
octane, 333 K
Ti-MFIe < Ti-DZ-1c <
Ti-UCB-4d
32a,b
Oxidation Diphenyl sulfide Diphenyl
sulfoxide/
diphenyl sulfone
H2O2,
acetonitrile
Sn-Betae < Ti-Beta ≈ Zr-Beta 10a
Baeyer-Villiger
oxidation
Cyclohexanone Caprolactone H2O2, dioxane,
363 K
Ti-Betae < Zr-Beta < Sn-Beta 10a
2-Adamantanone 2-Adamantanone
lactone
H2O2, dioxane,
348 K
Si-DZ-1c < Nb-DZ-1 <
Zr-DZ-1 < Ti-DZ-1 <
Ta-DZ-1 < Hf-DZ-1 <
Sn-DZ-1 < Sn-Beta
32a,b
Sn-MFI < Sn-MFI-nanosheets
≈ Sn-MCM-41 < Sn-Beta
33a
H2O2, dioxane,
363 K
(Sn-MCM-41 < Sn-Beta)f 56a
Intramolecular
hydride shift
Glucose Fructose Water, 413 K Ti-MFIe < Ti-MCM-41 <
Sn-MCM-41 < Ti-Beta <
Sn-Beta
20
Water, 358 K Sn-MFI < Ti-Beta < Sn-Beta 71
Water, 353 K Sn-MFIe ≈ Sn-SBA-15e <
Sn-MCM-41 < Sn-Beta
58
Lactose Lactulose Water, 373 K Ti-Beta < Sn-Beta 35a
Glyceraldehyde Dihydroxyacetone Water, 363 K Ti-Beta < Zr-Beta < Sn-Beta 21b
Dehydration +
esterification +
intramolecular
hydride shift
Dihydroxyacetone Methyl lactate Methanol, 353 K Si-Betae < Sn-MFI ≈
Sn-SBA-15 ≈ Sn-MCM-41 <
Sn-Beta
58
Si-Betae ≈ Al-Betae ≈ Ti-Betae
≈ Zr-Betae < Sn-Beta
118
Dihydroxyacetone Lactic acid Water, 398 K Si-Betae < Al-Beta ≈ Ti-Beta <
Zr-Beta < Sn-Beta
118
Water, 363 K Sn-Betae ≈ Sn-MFI 61
Intramolecular
carbon shift
Glucose Mannose 1:4 Sodium
borate: sugar,
water, 358 K
Si-Betae < Sn-MFI < Ti-Beta
< Sn-Beta
71
Methanol, 353 K Sn-MFIe < Sn-SBA-15 <
Sn-MCM-41 < Sn-Beta
58
(Continued )
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Table 1 (Continued )
Nature of
transformation Substrate(s) Product Conditions Material activity order Reference
Intermolecular
hydride shift
Cyclohexanone Cyclohexanol 2-Butanol, 373 K Ti-Beta < Zr-Beta < Sn-Beta 10, 68a
Si-Betae < Ti-Beta < Al-Beta <
Sn-Beta
119
Si-Betae ≈ B-Betae ≈ V-Betae <
Ti-Beta < Al-Beta <
Sn-BetaSn-MCM-41< Sn-Beta
14
Benzaldehyde Benzyl alcohol 2-Butanol, 373 K Ti-Betae < Sn-Beta < Zr-Beta 10a
4-Tert-butylcy-
clohexanone
4-Tert-butylcy-
clohexanol
2-Propanol,
355 K
Si-Betae ≈ Al-Betae <Ti-Beta <
Sn-Beta ≈ Zr-Beta
23
Methyl
levulinate
γ-Valerolactone 2-Butanol, 393 K Al-Betae < Ti-Beta < Sn-Beta <
Zr-Beta < Hf-Beta
24, 111a
Crotonaldehyde Crotyl alcohol Ethanol, 473 K Zr-MCM-41  Zr-Beta 120a
Intermolecular
hydride shift +
etherification
5-(Hydroxy-
methyl)furfural
2,5-Bis(ethoxy-
methyl)furan
Ethanol, 393 K Si-Betae ≈ Ti-Betae ≈ Nb-Betae ≈
Ta-Betae ≈ Sn-MCM-41e <
Zr-MCM-41 < Sn-Beta <
Zr-Beta < Hf-Beta
25
Acetalization Glycerol +
acetone
Solketal Tert-butanol,
353 K
Sn-TUD-1 ≈ Zr-TUD-1 <
Hf-TUD-1(Hf-TUD-1 <
Zr-TUD-1 < Sn-TUD-1)f
121
Aldol
condensation
Dihydroxyacetone
+
paraformalde-
hyde
α-Hydroxy-γ-
butyrolactone
Dioxane, 20 bar,
433 K
Ti-Beta ≈ Hf-Beta ≈ Zr-Beta <
Sn-Beta ≈ Sn-MCM-41 ≈
Sn-MFI
22
Benzaldehyde +
acetone
Benzalacetone Toluene, 363 K Si-Betae ≈ Al-Betae < Sn-Beta <
Zr-Beta ≈ Hf-Beta
26
Diels-Alder Furan derivative
+ ethylene
p-xylene
derivative
Dioxane, 70 bar,
363 K
Ti-Betae < Sn-MFI ≈
Sn-MCM-41 < Zr-Beta <
Sn-Beta
122
aInitial rates.
bPostsynthetic material.
cDelaminated MWW framework topology.
dDelaminated SSZ-70 framework topology.
eNearly no activity.
fNormalized by titrated acid sites.
lower initial rates, and Ti-Beta shows no activity. The key difference between these two types of
reactions is the order in which the reactants are activated. For epoxidations, H2O2 must first
adsorb onto the Lewis acid center to form an active hydroperoxo species. It was found that the
most important parameter of the system is the positive charge on the oxygen atom in H2O2 that is
bound to themetal center, and this is maximized for Ti-Beta, which has the lowest-energy LUMO
out of the three metals studied (10). For BV oxidations, the carbonyl group is first activated by
the metal center and then forms a Criegee intermediate with H2O2, implying that the Lewis
acid character of Sn is better suited for activating the carbonyl group, making the carbon more
prone to attack by the peroxide. Similarly, Sn-containing zeolites tend to show higher activity
www.annualreviews.org • Lewis Acid Zeolites 27.7
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for reactions involving the initial activation of carbonyl compounds, such as the isomerization of
glucose to fructose (20), isomerization of glyceraldehyde to dihydroxyacetone (DHA) (21), and
C-C coupling between DHA and formaldehyde (22), when compared to Ti-containing zeolites.
However, for the Meerwein-Ponndorf-Verley (MPV) reduction using alcohol hydrogen donors
via a six-membered ring transition state where both reactants are bound to the metal center, Zr-
and Hf-Beta show either higher or similar activity to that of Sn-Beta, whereas Ti-Beta shows
drastically lower activity (23, 24). The exact order of reactivity of the different metals for theMPV
reaction depends highly on the substrates and solvents used. For example, the MPV reduction of
cyclohexanone has the highest rates over Sn-Beta by a factor of 4.5, but if the reactant is switched
to benzaldehyde, Zr-Beta has the highest rates (10). Similarly, for the combined MPV reduction
and etherification of 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF) to 2,5-bis(ethoxymethyl)furan (25) and the
cross-aldol condensation of aromatic aldehydes and acetone (26), both featuring a dual-binding
transition state, we observe higher reactivity over Hf- and Zr-Beta and lower reactivity over
Sn-Beta.
Outlook
Table 1 shows that Ti-zeolites are most active for epoxidations; Sn-zeolites are most active for
BV oxidation and intramolecular carbon and hydride shifts; and Zr- and Hf-zeolites are equally
or more active for intermolecular hydride shifts, etherifications, and aldol condensations. It is
important to note, however, that most of the comparisons featured inTable 1were based on rates
normalized by total metal content and do not account for possible extraframework or inactive
metal species. Additionally, most data were obtained in batch reactors without applying criteria
to test for mass transfer limitations, and only a small portion of the studies provided the initial
reaction rates. In general, high conversion data are not as accurate for comparing catalytic activity
unless reaction orders are calculated.
Performing rigorous kinetic studies is essential to compare the behavior of different catalysts.
The importance of kinetic studies is highlighted in work conducted by our group on the liquid-
phase MPV reduction of methyl levulinate to γ-valerolactone (GVL) over M-Beta zeolites using
flow reactors operating under differential conditions in the absence of mass transfer limitations. It
was found that the apparent activation energies for Zr-, Hf-, and Sn-Beta were all approximately
52 kJ/mol (24). The difference in activity between these catalysts, particularly for primary alcohol
donors, was instead attributed to entropic effects associated with vastly different pre-exponential
factors, with the order of activity of Sn < Zr < Hf. These results suggest that factors other than
intrinsic Lewis acid strength, such as geometric configurations within the pores, also play an
important role in determining catalytic activity.
Understanding the Lewis acidity of active sites in Lewis acid zeolites is essential for designing
materials to catalyze particular reactions. From the studies discussed above, we conclude that any
Lewis affinity scale developed to rank these materials will depend heavily on the conditions and
substrates employed. Therefore, the use of probe molecules in conjunction with spectroscopic
techniques will be more beneficial for predicting activity. Clearly, the type of heteroatom alone
cannot account for all the observed differences in reactivity, and there are further effects of the
zeolite environment. Rigorous kinetic tests are essential to highlight subtle, but important, dif-
ferences among catalysts. In addition, one must not forget that reactivity comparisons based on
turnover frequencies (TOFs) can be reliable only when the number of active sites is accurately
quantified. These parameters are discussed in the next sections.
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ZEOLITIC ENVIRONMENT
Effects on reactivity imposed by the zeolite environment can be divided into local factors that
influence the metal center directly and extended factors that influence the conformation and dif-
fusion of solvents and substrates within the pores. Pore size effects have been extensively reviewed
in the literature and are the reason zeolites are valued for their shape selectivity (27). We only
briefly discuss some of the extended factors as they relate specifically to performance of Lewis acid
centers. We focus in more detail on the local factors that influence the flexibility and electronic
properties of the metal center and bound transition states, such as T-site location and local defects
on or near the active site (open/closed sites).
Extended Properties
For applications involving zeolite catalysts, it is well known that the pore and cage sizes must be
carefully selected to allow access of the reactants and products to active sites. This is no different
for Lewis acid zeolites, where many studies have shown the importance of site accessibility for
converting bulky reactants (28, 29). Often it is desirable to tune crystal size or introduce meso-
porosity in Lewis acid zeolites to allow better diffusion to and from active sites and decrease the
chance of pore blockage owing to deposition of side products. To this end, Rimer et al. (30,
31) have shown that zeolite growth modifiers are capable of modulating zeolite crystal struc-
ture. Ouyang et al. (32) show that delaminated Sn-DZ-1, an MWW framework material with Sn
postsynthetically incorporated into surface-accessible sites, has higher activity for the BV oxida-
tion of 5-bromo-2-adamontanone with H2O2 than Sn-Beta. The TOF per Sn site is 688 h−1 for
Sn-DZ-1 compared to 366 h−1 for Sn-Beta. However, if the substrate is 2-adamantanone, which
is not as sterically hindered in 12-ring pores as its brominated derivative, then the TOF is higher
for Sn-Beta (1,963 h−1) compared to Sn-DZ-1 (866 h−1). Similar benefits of site accessibility were
found for hierarchical Sn-containing MFI zeolite nanosheets (33, 34). In addition to controlling
activity through steric effects, the zeolite environment can control the partitioning of solvent
molecules. Water and other highly polar molecules will bind with Lewis acids and compete with
reactants, effectively lowering the catalyst activity. Hydrophobic zeolites have the ability to keep
bulk water out of the channels, even in aqueous conditions (3). Gounder &Davis (35) showed that
defect-free Ti-Beta synthesized in fluoride media has order of magnitude–higher rate constants
for glucose isomerization in both water and methanol compared with Ti-Beta synthesized in hy-
droxidemedia. Notably, hydrophobic Lewis acid zeolites are able to selectively adsorb sugars from
aqueous solutions. Bai et al. (36) found through Monte Carlo simulations that glucose is prefer-
entially shuttled into zeolite pores owing to a large entropic gain of approximately 90 J/(mol K)
from desolvation of the sugar’s hydration shell.
T-Sites and Local Geometry of the Active Site
The distinct geometry of T-sites within or between topologies will influence the local configura-
tion and, consequently, the acidity of the metal center. An early DFT study by Sastre & Corma
(37) showed that the LUMO energy depends on the T-site’s Ti-O-Si angles in Ti-zeolites, mak-
ing Ti-Beta a stronger Lewis acid than Ti-MFI. In addition, the relative substitution energies
for different T-sites in the same topology are different enough thermodynamically to influence
the distribution of metal centers. Computational (13, 38) and extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy studies (39) suggest that Sn preferentially occupies T-sites in the
four-membered rings in Beta zeolites (Figure 3). These sites are designated as T1/T2 byNewsam
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Figure 3
The zeolite Beta framework with T2 sites highlighted in blue using the notation from Newsam et al. (40).
et al. (40) or as T5/T6 by the International Zeolite Association Structure Commission (41). It has
also been hypothesized that Sn can form paired sites across six-membered rings in Beta topol-
ogy, which may enhance the Lewis acidity compared with other framework topologies (13, 39).
Computational studies (42–49), as well as experimental investigations using neutron diffraction
(50–52) and synchrotron radiation X-ray diffraction (XRD) (53, 54) of Ti-MFI, have not shown
consistent results on Ti siting. Deka et al. (49) proposed that these experimental discrepancies
are due mainly to kinetic effects caused by differences in synthesis conditions between research
groups.
Confinement effects enforced by the pore structure play a major role in stabilizing transition
states for certain reactions. Sn4+ sites grafted on silica and Sn4+ sites incorporated into amorphous
nonmicroporous MCM-41 have significantly lower activity than Sn-zeolites for MPV reductions
and BVoxidations on a per-site basis (55–57). Experimentally, it is difficult to separate the effects of
pore size confinement from T-site effects in zeolites with the same heteroatom but with different
topology. Some of these comparisons are featured in Table 1. Osmundsen et al. (58) found that
Sn-Beta had approximately 10× the activity of Sn-MFI, Sn-MCM-41, and Sn-SBA-15 for DHA
conversion to methyl lactate in methanol at 313 K. These molecules do not suffer from diffusion
limitations in 10-ring or larger pores, so the observed differences may depend more on the active
site distribution and T-site geometry than on confinement effects (59). Similarly, Ouyang and
coworkers (32) found that Sn-DZ-1 (delaminatedMWW) is 2.4 timesmore active than Sn-UCB-4
(delaminated SSZ-70, medium pore zeolite) for the BV oxidation of 2-adamantanone. This effect
is inverted for the epoxidation of 1-octene with Ti-DZ-1, which is 2.6 times less active than Ti-
UCB-4. Other systems show a more obvious contribution of pore confinement on the transition
state. De Clercq et al. (60) show that for the conversion of tetrose sugars to four-carbon α-
hydroxy acid esters with tin-containing catalysts, the selectivity shifts from the bulkier methyl-
4-methoxy-2-hydroxybutanoate (MMHB) to the smaller methyl vinyl glycolate upon decreasing
the pore size. For mesoporous Sn-SBA-15 and Sn-MCM-41, the product selectivity to MMHB
is approximately 85% and 87%, respectively, at 363 K. These values decrease to 63% and 41%
when using Sn-Beta and Sn-MFI, respectively. A careful kinetic analysis revealed that although
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the activation energy to form MMHB in Sn-Beta is 37 kJ/mol lower than that of the mesoporous
materials, the pre-exponential factor is five orders of magnitude smaller, leading to drastically
lower apparent rate constants for the desired reaction at 433 K. Analysis of the entropies revealed
that the penalty in the microporous materials was 96 J/(mol K) higher for forming the transition
state associated with MMHB than the one for methyl vinyl glycolate owing to steric hindrance
inside the pores. Lewis et al. (26) also observed confinement effects in the aldol condensation
of acetone and benzaldehyde, where Hf-, Zr-, and Sn-Beta catalyzed the single condensation
product benzalacetone with a selectivity >90%, whereas nonporous MgO achieved only 42%
selectivity owing to coproduction of the double condensation product dibenzalacetone. For some
reactions, differences in T-sites and pore size do not seem to make a significant difference. Lew
et al. (61) saw very similar conversion and selectivity for Sn-Beta and Sn-MFI for the conversion
of DHA to lactic acid in water, and Van de Vyver et al. (22) reported very similar activity for
Sn-Beta, Sn-MFI, and Sn-MCM-41 for the multistep conversion of DHA and formaldehyde to
α-hydroxy-γ-butyrolactone (HBL).
Molecular Connectivity of the Metal Center
As discussed in the introduction, molecular connectivity of the metal center can assume several
states from fully closed sites to triply hydrolyzed defect sites. There is theoretical and experimen-
tal evidence for the presence of open sites for Ti-, Sn-, and Zr-containing zeolites (62, 63). This
connectivity can affect the site flexibility, which can reduce the energy required for geometric
distortion during the formation of a transition state. Additionally, the metal hydroxy group and
the adjacent silanol group of an open site are known to participate in reaction mechanisms. Exper-
iments using sodium exchange and theoretical mechanistic studies show evidence that the open
site is more active for the epoxidation of alkenes over Ti-MFI (64–66). Boronat et al. (67) show
that the number of open sites in Sn-Beta, measured with acetonitrile adsorption Fourier trans-
form infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), correlates linearly with the initial rates for the BV-oxidation
of adamantanone. DFT calculations on the proposed transition states show that the open site’s
metal hydroxy group is required to bind H2O2. This same correlation is found for the MPV re-
duction of cyclohexanone with 2-butanol over both Sn- and Zr-Beta (68). However, in this case,
the metal hydroxy group is thought to allow deprotonation of the alcohol, forming a bound water
molecule. Sushkevich et al. (69) performed a similar study that correlated initial rates for ethanol
condensation to the number of open sites in Zr-Beta determined by CO adsorption coupled with
FTIR. Their DFT calculations suggest that stronger acidity and greater flexibility of the open site
are responsible for the higher reaction rate.
The importance of molecular connectivity has been studied extensively for the isomerization
and epimerization of glucose with Sn-Beta (63, 70). Gunther et al. (71, 72) demonstrated that
although the activation barriers for epimerization and isomerization are virtually identical for
reactions catalyzed by Sn-Beta, the presence of substoichiometric amounts of borate induced
a drastic selectivity shift in favor of epimerization over isomerization. Similarly, Bermejo-Deval
et al. (73) hypothesized that exchanging Sn-Beta with Na+ increases epimerization selectivity over
isomerization because the active site for isomerization is an open site, and exchanging Na+ onto
the adjacent silanol modifies the site properties needed to carry out the isomerization reaction.
This was further supported by Brand et al. (74) using tin silsesquioxanes as molecular analogs to
framework Sn-Beta sites. They showed that octahedral tin sites with an adjacent silanol group
favored the isomerization of glucose to fructose through a 1,2-hydride shift, whereas removing
the silanol increased the selectivity to mannose through as 1,2-carbon shift. In contrast,Wolf et al.
(75) suggested that both open and closed sites are active for isomerization based on 119Sn dynamic
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nuclear polarization (DNP) MAS NMR of postsynthetically synthesized Sn-Beta with different
relative ratios of open and closed sites.Theoretical studies have attempted to clarify the significance
of open versus closed configurations, but the results have depended heavily on the chosen glucose
binding modes and the theoretical techniques used (76). For example, Yang et al. (13) found no
significant difference in the reactivity of open and closed sites, but they concluded that a nearby
silanol nest is beneficial for activating sugar intermediates. However, Li et al. (12) found that
the open site is intrinsically more active owing to an increase in flexibility of the metal center.
Others have claimed the importance of open site silanols (77) and coordinated water molecules
(78) for assisting in proton transfer during ring opening. We note that the possible roles of sites
that are doubly or triply hydrolyzed were not addressed in any of these studies. These conflicting
results highlight the need for further characterization (particularly under reaction conditions) and
theoretical studies to determine the exact role of open and closed sites in the catalytic cycle.
Effects of Synthesis Techniques
The distribution of metal sites in Lewis acid zeolites can be heavily influenced by the synthetic
method used to introduce heteroatoms into the zeolite topology. Differences can arise from vary-
ing extraframeworkmetal content,T-site location,molecular connectivity, concentration of defect
sites, and crystal morphology. In particular, the type of metal salt used as a precursor in hydrother-
mal syntheses heavily influences the framework content and catalytic activity of the final product
(79, 80). Recently, many groups have reported dry-gel or postsynthetic methods for metal incor-
poration in zeolite Beta (21, 81, 82). These methods can often incorporate a higher metal content
into the zeolite framework compared with the hydrothermal method, leading to higher yields nor-
malized by total catalyst mass for certain reactions, but usually have lower TOFs when normalized
by metal content at loadings above 3–5% (83–85). For example, Hammond et al. (86) show for
Sn-Betamade by solid-state postsynthetic modification of dealuminated Beta that the lower TOFs
for glucose isomerization are due primarily to a higher fraction of extraframework species, which
are present at tin contents above 5 wt%. Careful characterization of the postsynthetic 2 wt%
Sn-Beta using 119Sn MAS NMR, EXAFS, and acetonitrile adsorption coupled with FTIR seems
to indicate a very similar distribution of active sites to that in hydrothermally (HT) synthesized
Sn-Beta. However, current characterization techniques are unable to confidently distinguish dif-
ferences in T-site location and molecular connectivity of these materials. Dealumination followed
by postsynthetic grafting can populate many different T-sites (87) and may also lead to more
open sites owing to the high defect density in the material. In a comprehensive study, Djikmans
et al. (88) found that the performance of Sn-Beta depended heavily on the synthesis method, the
type and amount of Sn precursor, and the type of probe reaction used. HT-synthesized Sn-Beta
was far more active for the isomerization of glucose to fructose in water, with a TOF of 306 h−1
compared to a TOF of 152 h−1 for Sn-Beta made by isopropanol-assisted grafting of Sn(IV)
chloride pentahydrate onto delaluminated Beta (IPA-graft). However, for the MPV reduction of
cyclohexanone with 2-butanol, the TOF of IPA-graft Sn-Beta was higher at 96 h−1 compared to
a TOF of 78 h−1 for HT Sn-Beta. This inversion was also seen for the BV oxidation of cyclohex-
anone using H2O2. Careful characterization of the Sn site and the proximate silanol groups using
XAS, DRUV, and TPR revealed differences in the geometry and electronic properties of HT
Sn-Beta and IPA graft Sn-Beta (89) that may contribute to transition state stabilization. Clearly,
variations in local site geometry and connectivity as well as the extended pore environment ob-
tained from different synthesis techniques can drastically affect reactions that are sensitive to these
changes.
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Outlook
From the bulk characteristics and pore structures to the local geometry andmolecular connectivity
at the site level, the section above showed that many properties of the zeolite’s environment
influence catalytic activity for particular reactions. To determine concrete relationships between
structure and activity, it is essential to deconvolute these effects. Future work should focus on
performing careful kinetic studies to parse out the different contributions to catalytic activity.
For these comparisons to be meaningful, it is critical to always establish a benchmark in studies
comparing multiple materials. For example, the activity of HT Sn-Beta for glucose isomerization
in water (82, 88, 90) featuring a TOF= 100–120 (mol glucose) (mol Sn)−1 h−1 at 368–383 K when
using an initial concentration of (mol glucose) (mol Sn)−1 = 100 has been reproduced by several
research groups; hence, it can be used as a reliable benchmark. As more alternative synthesis
techniques are developed, the consistent use of benchmark materials should be complemented by
including comparisons on a metal content or acid site count basis rather than total catalyst mass,
so that more relevant conclusions can be drawn about the nature of the active centers. To this end,
more precise characterization of the active center and its local environment through spectroscopic
techniques is needed. Recent advances in this area are discussed in the following section.
SPECTROSCOPY
Given the variety of structural factors that can affect the activity of Lewis acidic metal centers,
characterization techniques that can probe the distribution of sites are crucial for understanding
properties that dictate performance in catalytic reactions. These techniques can be separated into
two categories: direct detection of the metal center and indirect detection using probe molecules.
Dapsens et al. (7) provide a brief overview of many of these techniques with a focus on Sn-
containing zeolites. We provide a list of techniques inTable 2, including some of the advantages
and disadvantages for eachmethod.Many techniques have focused on probingmetal coordination
and distinguishing between framework and extraframework species. Major challenges for spec-
troscopic methods include (a) probing and quantifying reliably the connectivity of the active sites,
(b) identifying variations in T-site distribution, and (c) refining detection methods that can be used
for all heteroatoms.
Direct Detection of the Metal Center
Direct detection techniques have typically focused on determining the coordination of framework
heteroatoms and assessing the extent of extraframework MOx species. The most commonly used
technique is diffuse-reflectance UV/visible (DRUV) spectroscopy, which can give a quick quali-
tative assessment of the types of species present in a sample. An adsorption band of approximately
200–220 nm is assigned to the charge transfer fromO2− toM4+ tetrahedral framework sites for Sn-
(90) and Ti-containing (91) zeolites. Octahedral bulk oxide or oligomeric species typically have
adsorption bands in the 240–300-nm range. Semiquantitative data can be obtained by converting
the reflectance to the Kubelka-Munk function, which can be linearly correlated with the concen-
tration of a species. The widely different band shapes and intensities of DRUV spectra reported by
different groups for the same materials have led to confusion and data misinterpretation. Many of
these differences are due to inconsistent sample preparation, lack of a proper background standard,
and improper diffuse-reflectance instrumentation.However, when done properly, thismethod can
provide valuable insight into the distribution of framework and extraframework species. Djikmans
et al. (88) provide an excellent example in which they show that the intensity of the extraframework
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Table 2 Spectroscopy techniques for probing Lewis acid zeolitesa
Technique Heteroatom Information gained Disadvantages Reference
Diffuse reflectance
UV/visible
Hf, Sn, Ti, Zr,
Nb, Ta, V
Coordination Low signal to noise
Inconsistent reports in
literature
21, 25, 28, 84, 88, 99,
109, 123–126, 89, 91,
108
Direct metal center MAS
NMR
119Sn Coordination
Hydration
Connectivity
Quantification(T-site)
Requires long acquisition
times or 119Sn enrichment
DNP methods not
quantitative
63, 75, 86, 90, 92, 93,
110, 127–129
Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy 119Sn Oxidation state Cannot distinguish between
tetrahedral Sn and SnO2
75, 125, 130–132
X-ray adsorption (XANES,
EXAFS)
Sn, Ti, Ta,
Nb (All)
Coordination
T-site location
Connectivity
Requires synchrotron facility
Low signal to noise
Requires extensive modeling
39, 62, 86, 89, 94, 109,
133, 134
X-ray diffraction Ti Coordination
T-site location
Requires synchrotron facility 53, 54
X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS)
Sn, Zr, (All) Substrate-Sn
interactions
Oxidation
state(Coordination)
Inconsistent reports in
literature
29, 71, 83, 84, 134, 135
Neutron diffraction Ti, Fe T-site location Inconsistent reports in
literature
Requires extensive modeling
50–52
Raman spectroscopy Ti, Sn Coordination Detection limit for SnO2
unknown
Sn-O-Si vibration not visible
81, 94, 135
Electron microscopy (SEM,
TEM, STEM)
Sn (All) Coordination Can detect only large MOx
particles
79, 108
Direct FTIR Ti, Sn Coordination
Sn-OH
Sn-O-Si vibration not visible 89, 94, 136, 137
Temperature programmed
desorption
Sn, (All) CoordinationAcidity
Quantification
99
MAS NMR probe molecules
Trimethylphosphine,
Trimethylphosphine oxide
Al, (All) Acidity
Coordination
(Hydration)
(T-site)
(Connectivity)
(Quantification)
Not well studied in the
literature
101, 138
Pyridine Sn, Hf, Ti, Zr,
Nb, Ta
Acidity
Coordination
Quantification
(Connectivity)
Not well studied in the
literature
18
FTIR probe molecules
Deuterated acetonitrile Sn, Ti, Zr, Hf,
(All)
Coordination
Connectivity
Only probes Zr open sites 67, 82, 84, 86, 88, 99
(Continued )
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Table 2 (Continued )
Technique Heteroatom Information gained Disadvantages Reference
Cyclohexanone Sn, Ti, (All) Coordination 14, 88, 109, 118, 119,
139
Pyridine
2,6-Di-tert-butylpyridine
All Coordination
Acidity
Quantification
29, 82–85, 88, 100
Carbon monoxide Zr, (All) Coordination
Connectivity
Quantification
Not well studied in the
literature
69, 100, 115
aParentheses indicate potential heteroatoms and information that can be gained in future studies.
Abbreviations: DNP, dynamic nuclear polarization; EXAFS, extended X-ray absorption fine structure; FTIR, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy;
MAS, magic angle spinning; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; TEM, tunneling electron microscopy.
Sn species at 255 nm increases as the Sn content increases above 2wt% for postsynthetically grafted
Sn-Beta. They also show that the intensity of the framework Sn signal at 200 nm increases up
to 2 wt% Sn and then stays constant (see Figure 4a). Their method ensures proper drying of
samples and background correction using dealuminated Beta zeolite to isolate only the Sn-related
signals and uses the proper instrumentation for operating in this spectral region. Unfortunately,
DRUV cannot detect the small amount of extraframework SnO2 particles that are observed on
almost all Sn-Beta samples analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (79). Because SEM
and tunneling electron microscopy can detect MOx particles in zeolite samples, but cannot detect
oligomeric extraframework species, their use provides only qualitative results.
MAS NMR is a reliable method for probing and quantitating framework and extraframework
species, as long as the nuclei of interest are amenable toNMRanalysis. For instance, Sn-containing
materials can be analyzed using 119Sn MAS NMR but require enrichment of the 119Sn isotope
(natural abundance∼8.6%) to avoid prohibitively long acquisition times.Nonetheless,MASNMR
provides unparalleled information about the environment surrounding the metal centers with
high resolution. In tin-containing zeolites, extraframework SnO2 species exhibit a sharp signal
at −604 ppm, whereas tetrahedral framework Sn sites have a distribution of signals in the −420
to −450 ppm range when dehydrated and in the −650 to −730 ppm range when hydrated, as
shown in Figure 4b. Spectra acquired with direct excitation can be integrated to calculate the
site distribution; however, care must be taken to ensure acquisition parameters, such as relaxation
times, are appropriately configured to obtain quantitative spectra. Advanced NMR methods can
provide more information about the coordination and T-site distribution. Bermejo-Deval et al.
(73) showed that both Na+ exchange and ammonia adsorption specifically titrate a resonance
at −423 ppm, which most likely corresponds to a singly hydrolyzed open site. 1H-119Sn cross-
polarization (CP) MAS NMR experiments after ammonia adsorption indicated that there was no
proton source near the resonance at −443 ppm, which is believed to be the closed site. Hwang
et al. (92) also showed with 19F-119Sn CPMASNMR that even after calcination, Sn-Beta samples
may contain some fluorine that associates with hydrated Sn sites. Recently, hyperpolarization
techniques, such as DNP, have been successfully applied to characterize natural abundance 119Sn-
Beta samples (93). This technique allows transfer of the polarization from an exogenous biradical
containing unpaired electrons to the Sn sites in the sample through the assistance of microwave
radiation and a glassing agent. Signal enhancements of approximately 28–75 can be obtained,
resulting in an order-of-magnitude decrease in acquisition times. Although the spectra collected
via DNP NMR have not generated quantitative data, the accelerated acquisition times allowed
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Figure 4
(a) Diffuse-reflectance UV (DRUV) spectra of Sn-Beta with varying Sn content (increasing Sn content from bottom to top). The
spectra are corrected with a calcined dealuminated zeolite to isolate the Sn-related signals. Reproduced from Dijkmans et al. (88).
(b) 119Sn magic angle spinning (MAS) solid state NMR spectra of 119Sn-Beta after different treatments: (i ) calcination, (ii )
Na-exchange, (iii ) NH3 adsorption, and (iv–vi ) dehydrated spectra for i–iii, respectively. Reproduced from Bermejo-Deval et al. (73).
(c) Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra at increasing acetonitrile coverage on Sn-Beta. Reproduced from Boronat
et al. (67). (d ) FTIR spectra of CO adsorbed on Zr-Beta collected with increasing CO coverage. Colored boxes show the configuration
of adsorption sites assigned to each peak. Reproduced from Sushkevich et al. (69).
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Wolf et al. (75) to perform cross-polarization magic-angle turning (CPMAT) experiments to
extract important information occluded within the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA). CPMAT
experiments correlate the MAS sideband manifolds to a single isotropic chemical shift, allowing
the measurement of the CSA for each 119Sn site. The CSA will vary for each site due to the specific
anisotropy of the electronic distribution around the Sn nucleus. Thus, the isotropic chemical shift,
the span, and the skew were used along with DFT calculations to assign the NMR signals to
hydrated open and closed sites (75). Unfortunately, the highly quadrupolar nature of some nuclei,
such as Zr and Hf, precludes their analysis with this technique.
X-ray adsorption spectroscopy (XAS) allows the characterization of several Lewis acidic het-
eroatoms other than Sn to determine, for example, metal coordination quantitatively. However,
few experimental studies in the context of Lewis acid zeolite characterization exist because this
powerful technique requires X rays generated at a synchrotron facility. For Ti-MFI, the intensity
of the 4,967-eV pre-edge peak has been assigned to tetrahedral Ti4+, and its intensity can be used
to estimate the fraction of framework Ti atoms (94). EXAFS analysis can also easily distinguish
between framework and extraframework sites through detection of M-M scattering interactions.
EXAFSmay also allowquantitative insight into the connectivity andT-site location of heteroatoms
(39, 62, 86). Owing to the low signal-to-noise ratio and extensive modeling required for XAS data
analysis, more control studies must be done with various heteroatoms to show conclusive evidence
of preferential T-site distributions.
Indirect Detection with Probe Molecules
Probe molecules can be used as an indirect method to assess the local environment of metal
centers regardless of the type of heteroatom. In addition, they can be used to compare acidity
and reactivity among heteroatoms. Pyridine adsorption coupled with FTIR spectroscopy has
been traditionally used to distinguish between Brønsted and Lewis acid sites in zeolites (95–
98). However, for most Lewis acid zeolites, bands associated with pyridine-bound Lewis acid
centers are not resolved enough to accurately distinguish between framework, extraframework,
and nonadsorbing sites. Instead, adsorption of cyclohexanone or deuterated acetonitrile has been
extensively used to characterize framework Lewis acid sites with FTIR. Acetonitrile adsorbed on
Sn-Beta shows two bands at 2,316 cm−1 and 2,308 cm−1 that have been attributed to open and
closed sites (see Figure 4c), respectively, based on DFT predictions (67). However, some reports
indicate that these differences could be due to solvent effects of neighboring acetonitrile molecules
(99). Other heteroatoms, such as Zr, Hf, and Ti, show only one band in the 2,305–2,315 cm−1
range. Sushkevich et al. (69, 100) recently reported that acetonitrile preferentially binds to Zr-
Beta open sites and showed that CO adsorption at low temperature (∼100 K) could be used to
differentiate between open and closed sites in Zr-Beta (see Figure 4d). The bands at 2,185 cm−1
and 2,176 cm−1 are assigned to CO adsorbed onto the open and closed sites, respectively. As the
dosing increases, peaks at 2,156 cm−1 and 2,163 cm−1 associated with CO adsorbed onto silanol
groups and the hydroxy of Zr-OH, respectively, begin to appear. These assignments were further
corroborated usingOH vibration FTIR and 2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine preadsorption experiments.
The spectra were deconvoluted with peak fitting to obtain relative amounts of open and closed
sites that were shown to vary nonlinearly based on Zr content. This technique could be expanded
to probe zeolites containing other heteroatoms to quantify the proportion of open and closed sites.
Akin to FTIR, coupling probe molecule adsorption and NMR spectroscopy can be used to
assess acid character and acid site speciation. As highlighted in the section Quantifying Lewis
Acidity, Gunther et al. were able to compare the Lewis acidity of various heteroatom-containing
zeolites (Sn, Ta,Nb, Zr, Hf, andTi) using 15N-enriched pyridine (W.R.Gunther, V.K.Michaelis,
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R.G.Griffin, and Y. Roma´n-Leshkov, manuscript submitted). This method was able to distinguish
framework from extraframework sites and effectively quantify the concentration of framework sites
for Sn- and Zr-Beta samples with varying metal content and extraframework content. Lewis acid
resonances appear in the range of 260–280 ppm, silanol defect sites feature resonances close to
288 ppm, and extraframework MOx sites give resonances at 320 ppm. Some of the Lewis acid
zeolites, such as Sn- and Ta-Beta, also exhibit a small resonance at 210 ppm indicative of strong
Brønsted acid sites. Under hydrated conditions, the resonances for the hydrophobic materials
did not change, but the silanol resonances for hydrophilic materials shifted to lower frequency,
signifying the replacement of weakly bound pyridine with water. In addition, several of the peaks
associated with Lewis acidity were a convolution of multiple resonances, potentially showing the
presence of open and closed sites or different populations ofT-sites. Asmentioned byDapsens et al.
(7), a new opportunity exists in using phosphorus compounds as probemolecules.Due to the 100%
abundance of the 31P nuclei, phosphorus NMR can be used for more complex 2D experiments.
Trialkylphosphine oxides have already been extensively used to characterize Brønsted acid sites
in zeolites (101). Chu et al. (102) have reported a theoretical study in which they correlate the
binding strength of trimethylphosphine-Lewis acid (Al, B, Ti) complexes with 31P chemical shift.
The broad range of 31P chemical shifts will allow resolving of small changes in Lewis acidity,
including the subtle differences between open and closed sites or different T-sites. Unpublished
work performed in our group shows uniquely resolved resonances corresponding to different
Lewis acid sites in Ti-, Zr-, Hf-, and Sn-Beta zeolites after trimethylphosphine oxide adsorption.
Outlook
As we strive to develop better characterization techniques to probe the various types of sites found
in Lewis acid zeolites, it is important to remain vigilant in our interpretation of data. Techniques
should provide reproducible results, and reported sample preparation procedures ought to contain
enough detail for others to replicate results. Techniques that detect only MOx species, such as
Raman, direct FTIR, and XRD spectroscopy, should be used with caution, because it is unclear
at what concentration extraframework species are first detected. A clear distinction must be made
between data that are truly quantitative, data that are semiquantitative, and qualitative trendswhere
numerical comparisons cannot be made. This is especially important for techniques such as NMR,
where common methods, such as cross-polarization, will provide quantitative spectra only under
very specific analysis conditions (103, 104). For other techniques, such as X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, that are frequently used to probe substrate-heteroatom interactions but have not
been implemented for the analysis of Lewis acid zeolites, it is critical to conduct proper control
experiments.We envision that new advances in NMR, probe molecule FTIR, and probe molecule
NMRwill allowus to reliably quantify differences inT-site distribution and connectivity for zeolite
materials containing any Lewis acid heteroatom. Probing the site distribution before and after
reaction will help us answer vital questions about catalyst stability and deactivation. Ultimately,
wemust strive to develop in situ andoperando characterization techniques tomonitor the evolution
and dynamics of sites in real time and under reaction conditions.
STABILITY
Lewis acid zeolites are often used for reaction schemes that involve liquid processing, harsh
conditions, and/or the presence of feed impurities. Therefore, catalyst stability is highly important
when determining the viability of a zeolite for a particular application. Reversible deactivation can
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result from inhibitors that bind to the metal site or oligomeric side products that deposit on
the surface or inside the pores. Permanent deactivation can result from loss of crystallinity and
porosity in the framework, as well as from leaching of framework heteroatoms. In addition, the
connectivity of the Lewis acid center may also evolve under reaction conditions, and it is still
unclear whether these changes can be reversed by suitable regeneration techniques. Below, we
stress the importance of properly testing for catalyst stability.
Assessing Stability in Batch or Flow
Simple recyclability studies are commonly conducted in the literature to assess the reusability
of zeolites for consecutive batch reactions. For these tests, the catalyst is often filtered from
the reaction mixture, washed with solvent, and used in a fresh reaction solution. Although a
variety of reactions, including MPV reduction and sugar isomerization with M-Beta catalysts,
show little deactivation between runs (20, 23, 35, 105), experiments at high turnover numbers
must be performed more systematically. For recyclability studies to provide useful information
about deactivation, the conditions must be adjusted so that conversion values are never reported at
100% or at thermodynamic equilibrium. Rajabbeigi et al. (106) showed that catalyst deactivation
was responsible for the observed concentration plateaus in the isomerization of glucose to fructose
in batch reactions. They overcame this problem by adding fresh catalyst to a fresh reaction solution
with the same concentration as the previous experiments and repeating this process until there
was no additional change in concentration. They were able to use a combination of design of
experiments,modeling, and nonlinear parameter estimation to develop a phenomenologicalmodel
that accounts for the low and high conversion data of glucose to fructose isomerization in water
wherein two modes of deactivation exist, namely by the adsorption of side products and by an
intrinsic deactivation rate. Indeed, it is important to develop robust methods to characterize
deactivation in batch reactions because some industrial processes involve batch or semi-batch
reactions. However, although batch methods can provide insight into the reusability of zeolites,
flow studies in conjunction with postreaction catalyst characterization are often better suited to
assess the long-term stability and deactivation modes for zeolite materials. Unfortunately, very
few in-depth flow studies have been conducted with Lewis acid zeolites. Some notable examples
are liquid-phase flow studies of Hf-, Zr-, and Sn-Beta zeolites for the transfer hydrogenation and
etherification of HMF to produce 2,5-bis(alkoxymethyl)furans (25) and for the MPV reduction of
furfural to furfuryl alcohol (107); of Sn-Beta for the conversion ofDHA and formaldehyde toHBL
(22); of Sn-MFI synthesized by alkali-assisted metalation for the production of glycolic acid from
glyoxal (84); and of Sn-MFI, MOR, BEA, and FAU for the isomerization of dihydroxyacetone
and xylose (108). The flow study of hydrogenation and etherification of HMF reveals important
trends in deactivation that could not have been seen with simple batch reactions (25). Specifically,
for reactions using Sn-Beta in ethanol solvent at 393 K, initial transient deactivation from 80% to
60% conversion in the first 10 h time on stream (TOS) is followed by an apparent steady state up
to 60 h TOS, which then leads to significant deactivation to below 10% conversion after 100 h
TOS (Figure 5b). More details about this study and the mechanisms of deactivation and catalyst
characterization are discussed in the section Irreversible Deactivation.
Reversible Deactivation
One of the most common forms of deactivation for catalysts used in liquid-phase biomass con-
version processes is the deposition of polymeric species (e.g., humins). The presence of these
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Figure 5
(a)
5-(Hydroxymethyl)-
furfural (HMF)
conversion and
product yields as a
function of time on
stream (TOS) for flow
reaction with Sn-Beta
in 2-butanol. Reaction
conditions: 1 wt%
HMF, 393 K, 791 kPa,
weight hourly space
velocity (WHSV) of
3.8 h−1. (b) HMF
conversion and
product yields as a
function of TOS for
flow reaction with
Sn-Beta in ethanol.
Reaction conditions:
1 wt% HMF, 393 K,
791 kPa, WHSV of
10.7 h−1.
Regeneration of
Sn-Beta was
performed by
calcination at 823 K,
designated by the
dotted line. (c) 119Sn
MAS NMR spectra of
119Sn-Beta: (i ) pristine
catalyst; (ii ) spent
catalyst after 96 h
TOS under identical
conditions as in b;
(iii ) same sample as in
ii but measured with
cross polarization
[119Sn(1H), τ c = 2 ms].
The samples were
calcined at 823 K prior
to analysis. Asterisks
mark spinning
sidebands. Reproduced
from Lewis et al. (25).
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organic compounds can be confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis and removed by calcination
in air at temperatures higher than 773 K. Materials tested in batch reactors can often recover
full original activity with regeneration by calcination, which suggests that deposition of organic
species is the main mode of deactivation that is probed in batch reusability studies. Hierarchical
zeolites, which possess mesoporosity and reduced diffusion limitations, have been employed to
reduce deactivation by coking. Tang et al. (29) found that Zr-Beta with introduced mesoporosity
retained constant activity for the ring-opening reaction of styrene oxide with aniline through five
recycles, whereas the untreated Zr-Beta lost 75% of its initial activity. In the MPV reduction of
furfural with Sn-, Zr-, andHf-Beta in flow, themajormode of deactivation is the blockage of pores
by the polymerization of the product furfuryl alcohol (107). The authors were able to mitigate
deactivation by running the reaction at higher temperatures to decrease product adsorption.
An advantage of Lewis acid zeolites is that the metal sites are less susceptible to poisoning by
strongly binding species than their homogeneous counterparts. The most common example is the
water tolerance of fluoride-synthesized M-Beta zeolites, as mentioned previously in the section
Extended Properties. Although water deactivates most homogeneous Lewis acids by strong bind-
ing or hydrolysis, water bound to metal centers in Lewis acid zeolites can be reversibly replaced by
reactants, akin to the water-stable behavior observed for homogeneous metal triflates with high
water exchange rate constants. The reaction of glucose isomerization with Sn-Beta is so resistant
to water inhibition that bulk water can be used as the solvent (20). Note that isomerization rates
are two times higher in methanol than in water, indicating that the latter solvent is a stronger
inhibitor than the former (35, 73). M-Beta zeolites have been shown to retain activity in the pres-
ence of water for several reactions, including BV oxidations, MPV reductions, etherifications, and
aldol additions (14, 23, 25, 26, 33, 109, 110). Water tolerance is particularly beneficial for cas-
cade reactions, such as the one-pot conversion of furfural to GVL using Zr-Beta and Al-MFI-ns,
where certain steps in the process require or produce water. Luo et al. (111) showed that GVL
yields actually increase from 62% to 68% with the addition of 5 wt% water. The effect of water
on reactivity and stability depends on the heteroatom type, the site environment (determined by
the zeolite synthesis method), the type of reaction, and the specific solvents and substrates used.
Corma et al. (14) found that the Sn-Beta-catalyzedMPV reduction of cyclohexanone in 2-butanol
loses more than 80% of its initial activity when 4 wt% water is added to the reaction solution.
The resistance to water deactivation followed the order of hydrophobicity: Al-Beta < Sn-Beta <
Ti-Beta, which corresponded to the defect concentration of the materials. They found that in-
creasing the hydrophobicity of the material via silylation allowed the material to retain 50% of its
activity even with 10 wt% water in the feed. For the coupled MPV reduction and etherification
of HMF in ethanol, the addition of 0.2 wt% water decreases the etherification activity of Hf-Beta
by 50%, whereas in 2-butanol, the same amount of water has negligible effect on the activity (25).
Lewis acid zeolites are also resistant to other common inhibitors that severely deactivate their
homogeneous or grafted analogs. Zhu et al. (23) conducted a study on the effect of acid and base
inhibitors on the MPV reduction of 4-tert-butylcyclohexanone and isopropanol with Zr-Beta.
They found that although the activity was reduced by up to 30% in the presence of benzoic
acid, acetic acid, and pyridine, simply washing with 2-propanol could restore the original activity.
Lewis et al. (26) investigated the effect of acetic acid on the aldol condensation of benzaldehyde
and acetone with Hf-Beta. Conversion decreased by only 35% upon the addition of 0.11 wt%
acetic acid (i.e., a 10:1 acetic acid:Hf molar ratio), and the selectivity to benzalacetone remained
high at 93%. Conversely, the solid base catalyst MgO showed negligible activity under the same
conditions.Moliner et al. (20) found that glucose isomerizationwith Sn-Beta exhibits a remarkable
resistance to deactivation in strongly acidic solutions by demonstrating that virtually identical
fructose yields are obtained using either an HCl solution with pH= 2 or pure water.
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Irreversible Deactivation
Structural degradation and metal leaching are common forms of irreversible deactivation for
both Brønsted and Lewis acid zeolites. Hydrothermal stability of zeolite frameworks has been
well studied for aluminosilicates (112), and many of the conclusions are transferrable to Lewis
acidic zeolites. It has been shown that the presence of silanol defect sites is the most significant
factor contributing to crystallinity loss during hydrothermal treatments and that hydrophobic
materials tend to be more stable (113–116). The structural integrity of Lewis acid zeolites is
commonly justified with powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns that are unchanged after
reaction, showing that long-range crystal order is preserved (22, 25, 29, 83). However, PXRD is
not able to detect partial pore collapse, which can be quantitatively measured using nitrogen or
argon adsorption/desorption. For the conversion of DHA and formaldehyde to HBL using Sn-
Beta, a 20% decrease in micropore volume was observed that accounted for a concurrent decrease
in HBL yields from 35% to 25%, even after catalyst regeneration by calcination was performed
(22). For this study, analysis by PXRD did not show a significant difference in the crystal structure
after reaction, thereby providing more concrete evidence that PXRD is not sufficient to exclude
structural changes in zeolitic materials.
Incorporation ofmetal heteroatoms in zeolite frameworks is thermodynamically less stable than
the purely siliceous zeolites owing to distortions in bond angles and lengths (13). Therefore, the
metal site is especially susceptible to alteration or removal under extreme reaction conditions. Luo
et al. (33) showed Sn-MFI nanosheets were resistant to very high thermal treatments at 1,273 K,
experiencing no loss in activity for the BV oxidation of 2-adamantanone. However, exposing the
material to water at 403 K for 6 h resulted in a 40% decrease in activity. This loss in activity could
not be explained by pore collapse alone and most likely resulted from local changes to the metal
sites or very limited leaching of the active site. Hot filtration is typically employed to check for
metal leaching in a given reaction, and recyclability is used for slightly more extended studies.
However, batch reactions typically generate low turnover numbers, because low reagent-to-metal
molar ratios are used to speed up results. Consequently, these stability data cannot be extrapolated
to extended periods of time. Furthermore, leached metal species may not be active for the desired
reaction, which could provide a false negative result. Another diagnostic is to check the metal
content of the material or the liquid filtrate, for example, by inductively coupled plasma elemental
analysis. However, low metal loading in the Lewis acid zeolites leads to high experimental error,
and small changes in metal content may not be detectable. Sa´daba et al. (117) provide an excellent
tutorial highlighting these issues with a focus on biomass conversion.
Deactivation of Lewis acid zeolite active sites can occur from changes in the local environment
and molecular connectivity of the metal center even if no metal loss actually occurs. For example,
metal sites may hydrolyze or form extraframework species. Hence, it is imperative to understand
the true identity of the active site and how the metal centers evolve under reaction conditions.
Work in our group has shown that the local environment of Sn centers in Sn-Beta changes during
MPV reduction and etherification of HMF with ethanol, which tracks with a significant drop in
etherification activity (25). 119Sn MAS NMR spectra (Figure 5c) of calcined samples collected
after 96 h on stream under conditions identical to Figure 5b show two additional resonances at
−436 ppm and −421 ppm when compared to the single resonance at −444 ppm obtained for
the pristine catalyst. These additional resonances are indicative of hydrolysis of Sn-O-Si bonds
and distortion of the tetrahedral angles, based on more detailed CP experiments of the spent
samples. Deuterated acetonitrile FTIR shows a slight red shift of the signal of adsorbed species on
tetrahedral Sn sites from2,309 cm−1 to 2,304 cm−1 for fresh andpostreactionSn-Beta, respectively,
consistent with weakening of the Lewis acid sites for the spent catalyst. In addition, the relative
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amount of Lewis acid sites to Brønsted acidic hydroxyl groups for the spend catalyst is significantly
lower. It was also shown through 13CNMR and thermogravimetric analysis that ethoxy sites form
in the zeolite from the reaction of ethanol with silanol groups. This evolution of sites occurs at
different rates depending on the heteroatom used; for example, Hf-Beta showed a higher degree of
deactivation when compared to Sn-Beta at the same turnover number. Notably, the changes in the
site distribution appear to impact the activity for MPV reduction, etherification, and acetalization
differently. Figure 5b shows that the yields of etherification and acetalization products are higher
at lower TOS, but then decrease to less than 5% at longer TOS. In contrast, the yield of the
MPV reduction product 5-bis(hydroxymethyl)furan increases at long TOS. Taken together, these
data show that the MPV reduction activity is retained despite the decrease in etherification and
acetalization activity, thus suggesting that theMPV reduction occurs on different sites or that it can
occur onmultiple sites, while etherification and acetalization require a specific type of site. Finally,
the evolution of sites during reaction strongly depends on the solvent used. When 2-butanol was
used instead of ethanol as the solvent (and hydrogen donor), a decrease in activity of <5% was
observed at steady state even after 100 h on stream (Figure 5a).We hypothesize that the decreased
polarity and larger size of 2-butanol compared to ethanol makes it less effective at exchanging onto
silanol groups or promoting the hydrolysis of framework bonds. The insights gained from this
study into the deactivation modes of M-Beta zeolites show the power of using packed-bed flow
reactors combined with detailed catalyst characterization for investigating catalyst stability.
Outlook
The stability of Lewis acid zeolites is an extremely important topic that needs to be addressed
more thoroughly in future studies. Not only do the modes of deactivation provide details that
relate to the industrial relevance of these materials, but they also provide insight into the nature of
catalytically active sites and important steps in the reaction mechanism. We strongly recommend
studies in flow mode as the preferred method for investigating catalyst stability and deactivation
rates. Characterization of zeolites post-reaction will be of paramount importance for elucidating
deactivation mechanisms. An excellent example of this type of study was performed by Lari et al.
(108) in which the deactivation of Sn-containing zeolites for the isomerization of dihydroxyace-
tone and xylose was investigated by coupling fix-bed reactor flow studies with detailed catalyst
characterization before and after reaction. A semiquantitative analysis highlighted four main de-
activation mechanisms: metal leaching, site restructuring, framework amorphisation, and fouling.
Altogether, stability studies on Lewis acid zeolites will increase our understanding of the active
sites and will provide critical information for improving the performance of current and new
materials.
CONCLUSIONS
Understanding the structure-activity relation of active sites in Lewis acid zeolites is essential for
designing materials capable of effectively converting biomass-derived feedstocks. We have shown
through numerous examples that catalytic performance depends on several factors, such as het-
eroatom identity, zeolite framework, and the specific solvent/substrate system. In addition, the
wide variation in metal site speciation and the dynamic nature of these sites make it very diffi-
cult to establish accurate structure-activity relationships, because site heterogeneity will generate
intrinsically different catalytic properties and spectroscopic signatures. Understanding how to
measure and control these site distributions is crucial for optimizing and ultimately predicting
the catalytic performance of Lewis acid zeolites. We highlight in our outlook sections some of
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the steps we must take to improve and expand on our current knowledge. Future work should
focus on performing careful kinetic studies to parse out the different contributions of heteroatom
identity, zeolitic environment, and substrate/solvent combination to catalytic activity. For these
comparisons to be meaningful, it is critical to always establish a benchmark in studies compar-
ing multiple materials, especially ones prepared by postsynthetic techniques, and to normalize
rates based on a metal content or acid count basis. Reactivity studies should also be coupled with
more precise characterization. Amajor challenge for Lewis acid zeolite spectroscopy is developing
reliable methods for probing and quantifying the connectivity of the active site and identifying
variations in T-site distribution. It will also be essential to refine detection methods that are appli-
cable for all heteroatoms, such as probe-molecule adsorption. As new characterization techniques
are established, it is important to remain vigilant in our interpretation of data and to conduct the
proper control experiments. Techniques should provide reproducible results, and a clear distinc-
tion must be made between data that are truly quantitative and data that are semiquantitative or
qualitative where numerical comparisons cannot be made. The ultimate goal is to develop in situ
and operando characterization techniques to monitor the evolution and dynamics of metal sites in
real time under reaction conditions. Finally, it is crucial that we perform more long-term stability
studies in flow to better understand transient effects and deactivation mechanisms.
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